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DO YOU KNOW?

     You are capable of getting answers to all your 
     questions
     You are capable of finding your solutions
     You are capable of healing yourself

THE FOLLOWING STEPS WILL HELP YOU 
ACHIEVE THAT:

1.   Calm your mind
2.  Let go of limiting beliefs, which are restricting 
     you
3.  Learn to access your subconscious mind and 
     lead your mind to access the wealth of information 
     from the metaphysi cal world through spiritual 
     insights

WE HELP YOU FIND:

     Creative answers and solutions
     Deeper understanding of self and others
     Know why things are the way they are
     Make right decisions which are life transform
     ing and constructive for all around you
     Find and follow the right direction in life
     Give a meaning to your relationships
     Boost your professional life and self confidence
     Seek deeper fulfillment in different aspects of life
     Lead your mind with higher consciousness
     Lead your life through powerful insights

The reason why people feel 'stuck' 'trapped' or 
'confused' is because they solve the problem at the level 
of consciousness they create them.

WE HELP YOU RAISE YOUR
CONSCIOUSNESS BY:

     Systematically addressing the restrictive influences of 
     the past
     Understanding the meaning and purpose of life with 
     greater insights
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     Understand the brilliance embedded in every 
     challenge of life
     Refining and redesigning your thinking process in 
     alignment with your personality and life plan

This is an On-line and On-site curriculum for 4-6 months, 
where you systematically study 'self' under the guidance 
of a mentor and empower yourself through inner 
wisdom from your higher consciousness which can 
meaningfully lead your mind and direct you towards a 
fulfilled life.

WHEN YOU ENROL FOR THIS PROGRAM, 
YOU WILL GET:

     A systematic curriculum to enhance your personal 
     growth
     Assistance and guidance from an expert persona
     mentor
     Therapeutic assistance from experts to address
     unhealed and unpleasant aspects of your past
     A session to understand the purpose of life
     An innovative approach to understand the guidance 
     from your body consciousness to lead an empowered
     life
     A technique to redesign your thoughts with higher
     consciousness
     Learning to be a detached and wise observer of self 
     and others
     Group support through online forums and local 
     support group
     Material, videos and literature to make a positive 
     difference in your life
     An opportunity to mentor others professionally as 
     well as informally
     An opportunity to lead a fulfilled life and contribute 
     to others' lives

HOW WOULD YOU KNOW MORE ABOUT 
THIS PROGRAM?

     Schedule an online one on one session to get
     answers to your queries and know more about your
     program.
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INVESTMENT

This is an On-line and On-site curriculum for 4-6 months, 
where you systematically study 'self' under the guidance 
of a mentor and empower yourself through inner 
wisdom from your higher consciousness which can 
meaningfully lead your mind and direct you towards a 
fulfilled life.

TESTIMONIAL

“Mind Leaders Curriculum conceptualized and developed by 
Omnipresence Academy of life - founder Aatmn Parmar.

All through this program I have grown and evolved as a being 
to lead my mind and not to be lead by it.”

Bandana Jhanwar
Facilitator – Soul’s Temple, Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway, 
Access Consciousness Bars, Certified Hypnotherapist

“I-solve is a revolutionizing affirmation based technology that 
provides one with a drama-free tool to connect to the 
sub-conscious mind for resolution, peace and instant clarity.   

This is a must-have for everyone looking to better their lives 
through self actualization.”

Sri Thayi
Goddess Facilitator 
Country Goddess
www.countrygoddess.org 
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“My 'Mind Leaders' workshop with Neeta was as 'wonderful' & 
'atomic' as my first workshop with her in Goa, a few years ago. 
No words can explain the clarity with which she has brought 
out the 'self realisation' in me. It has been a wonderful 
eye-opener for me, which in turn has positively brought me 
back on my 'life's path'.

I hereby take this opportunity to sincerely thank her for being 
so 'down-to-earth'. My heart felt 'Best' wishes to her on her 
journey here with us.”

Xerxes Pithawalla
Architect
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ADDRESS:
I Solve Center:-604, Bagheshree, B,

Satellite Road,

Ahmedabad, 380015

GET IN TOUCH WITH US:
   080809371

   wecare@mystresshelpline.com

   www.isolve.guru
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